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Abstract
This paper critically examines agricultural tractor operation and the effect ergonomics have on performance and
productivity in modern cabs. Manufacturers of tractors, globally, are continually developing cab and operator control
systems to increase productivity AGCO (2012). This research project specifically investigates the claimed increase in
productivity from active control arms fitted to modern day tractors. Through practical testing and theoretical research,
conclusions have been drawn, on how effective these systems are, how much productivity is increased by the use of them
and the cost effectiveness in today’s economic environment. This project critically evaluated five agricultural tractors
with differing cab layouts, three of the tractors having a conventional cab layout, with manually operated controls, the
other two tractors fitted with active control armrests. Methodology adopted four strategies using a time and motion
exercise, calculating efficiency rates, calculating cost effectiveness and finally operator movement through functional
anthropometrics. Results showed a minimal increase in productivity, however, a major reduction in operator movement
indicates the possibility of potential health problems in the long term.
Key words: tractor cab ergonomics, active control armrest, operator control systems, functional anthropometrics.

associated implements has been under
development for many years (HoyningenHuene et al., 2009). The International Harvester
company first patented a design for a ‘vehicle
control armrest in a vibration isolated control
module’ on the 10th December 1975 (Kestian et
al., 1975). He describes in detail the reasons for
such armrests ‘The consequence of tractor
vehicle development is the increase in
equipment that is remotely controlled from the
operator’s work station. Not only does the
tractor operator have to attend to vehicle speed
and direction as usual, but he is now concerned
with operating ancillary equipment. This
combination of increased speed and the
broadening of operators responsibility for
equipment control, imposes a significant work
load on the vehicle operator if he is to work the
tractor at its optimum efficiency.
These statements clearly paved the way for
development within this specific area of cab
design. Engineers and designers had looked
into areas of single lever control. A large area
at the time was powered wheelchairs for
invalids (Kestian et al., 1975).

INTRODUCTION
The present research work has the following
aims:
• To prove if the use of an active control arm
increases productivity. This will be tested
in the form of a time and motion study.
• If productivity is increased, and by how
much? By using the data collected from the
time and motion study, efficiency rates can
be calculated.
• How much work has to be done before the
additional cost of the unit is recuperated.
By carrying out fuel efficiency tests on the
tractors chosen and collecting price data, a
cost analysis can be formulated.
• To what degree is operator movement
within the cab reduced by using an active
control armrest. By recording and
measuring operator movement during the
time and motion study, statistical data on
functional
anthropometrics
can
be
formulated.
High tech farming that has brought the
innovation of the active control armrest. The
concept of controlling tractor functions and
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h also beeen recogniised that the operatorss
It had
forearm and hand, if lleft in an un-naturall
uld soon leead to fatig
gue (Epple,,
possition, wou
199
97).
Thiis changee of thhought by
y leadingg
maanufacturers has yet agaain led to new
n designss
and
d patents being
b
introdduced. John
n Deere inn
200
01 designed an ‘Erggonomic Trractor Seatt
Arm
mrest and Hand
H
Contro
rol.’ The design of thiss
arm
mrest allowed the oper
erator’s righ
ht elbow too
be supported on an arm
mrest. This supportingg
poiint then becomes thhe fulcrum point forr
forearm moveement to thhe control levers andd
swiitches (Arth
hur et al., 2 001). This design alsoo
acccommodated
d different operator sizes,
s
as ann
opeerator with a larger torrso would not
n have hiss
elb
bow in thee same laateral locattion as ann
opeerator with a slender torso (Artthur et al.,,
200
01). Manufaacturers havve also reco
ognised thatt
if an operatorrs hand haas to movee from onee
a
theere may be
b a delayy
element to another,
bettween work tool manipulations. Thiss
theerefore resulted in pooor quality work
w
or low
w
pro
oduction. This
T
analoggy directly links intoo
controls or nonn
ineeffectively placed
erg
gonomical locations to suit alll machinee
opeerators (Proud et al., 20010).

Figure 1. Perrspective arranngement of th
he modular conntrol
cab

However, in the early
e
years of arm
mrest
on factor caame
developmeent, the maain limitatio
from the control linkages from
m the armrrests
(Whisler ett al., 1984).. ‘The armrests were laarge
and cumbbersome’ due
d
to the cables and
hydraulics used in theeir construction. Machiines
with such multiplle control mechanissms
required ooperators who
w
were highly skiilled
(Proud et al., 20100). After a period of
operating hhours, the operators
o
beecame fatiguued,
with no place to resst the hand or arm w
while
operating the machinne (Proud et al., 2010).
Only in thee early 1990’s, with th
he developm
ment
of electronnics, did control
c
arm
mrests startt to
become m
more advannced. It wasn’t
w
just the
agriculturaal sector that was tryiing to deveelop
these armrrests (Attebrant et al., 1997). In
October 19992 Caterppillar had a patent passsed
for a ‘Vehhicle Controol Console Having Finnger
Tip Controols’ (Mackooway, 1992)). This conssole,
fitted to bulldozers, being thee first to use
electric sw
witches linkeed to a micro-processerr.
Manufactuurers also beegan to estaablish that thhere
was an elem
ment of opeerator fatigu
ue as a resullt of
using suchh armrests. Garberg et al. (19998)
states ‘Thee operator of a work
king vehiclee is
required tto manipulate controll mechanissms,
often over long periodds of time, as
a well as drrive
the vehiclee. It is impoortant that th
he mechanissms
be positionned for com
mfortable opeeration.’

Fig
gure 3. Typical operator possition while ussing an active
control arrmrest

Figure
F
4. Operrator’s right arrm position wh
hen using a
John Deere Com
mmandARM

Figure 2. Viiew of the connsole shown in
n connection w
with
a seat
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Wh
hilst carrying out a standard three
t
pointt
heaadland turn, a typical m
manoeuvre for
f a tractorr
wh
hile carrying out fieldd operation
ns such ass
pow
wer harrow
wing. This turn sequ
uence wass
rep
plicated und
der test condditions in a prescribedd
testt environmeent. The tassk being brroken downn
into
o four presccribed phasees:
1. Start
S
of sequ
uence: impllement lift;
2. Directional
D
change intoo reverse;
3. Directional
D
change intoo forwards;
4. End
E of sequ
uence: impleement lower.

ALS AND METHOD
DS
MATERIA
Five tractoors were sellected for th
he program
mme:
1986 Fordd 5610, 72bhp; 2009 Kubota
K
M70040,
71bhp; 2009 John Deere 6230, 100bhp; 2 009
Fendt 415, 150bhp; Joohn Deere 7280R,
7
280bbhp
A range oof specific tests were carried out
ut in
order to form a coomprehensive conclussion
which com
mprised of thhe following
g:
• Fueel consumpttion test: to
o establish ffuel
useed per horrsepower hour
h
usingg a
Frooment Sigm
ma 5 dynaamometer and
phyysically measuring the fuel uused
durring each test.

Fig
gure 8. Planneed manoeuvre
Figure 5.. Collecting poower/fuel consumption dataa

•

Fro
om carrying
g out the tim
me and motion study itt
was found thaat the expeccted outcom
mes for thiss
testt were corrrect. From the range of tractorss
testted, there was
w a totaal difference of 16.844
secconds. Therefore operaation time from
f
an oldd
con
nventional tractor to one with an activee
arm
mrest fitted is halved. H
However, what
w becamee
uneexpected were the tracctors fitted with activee
con
ntrol armressts had signnificant diffferences inn
thee time taken to complette the manoeeuvre.
Thee three tracctors testedd with a co
onventionall
cab
b layout haad similar average tim
mes havingg
onlly a differrence of 22.46 second
ds betweenn
theem. This is quite siggnificant, as
a the cabb
lay
youts and co
ontrol positiions differ enormously
e
y
bettween the Ford 5610 and the John
J
Deeree
623
30. Again itt was expeccted that as the tractorss
agee decreased
d so the eefficiency of
o the turnn
wo
ould increaase, due tto advanccements inn
technology, su
uch as shuttlle control.
prising diffeerences occurred whenn
Thee most surp
testting the traactors fittedd with active controll
arm
mrests. An average difference of 10.555
secconds betw
ween the manufacturrers beingg
reccorded. Wheen compariing the Fen
ndt 415 andd
thee John Deerre 7280R inn a standarrd sequencee
theere was a differencce of 5.02
2 seconds..
Ho
owever, wheen a recorde
ded operatio
on sequencee
was added to the
t Fendt 4 15 the time doubled too
10.55 secondss. On furthher analysiis of thesee

Tim
me and mottion test: to
t establish the
tim
me taken too completee the exerccise
usinng a Tag Heeuer timer for
f accuracyy.

Figure 6. Tag-Heur
T
timer

•

to
Funnctional Anthropom
A
metrics:
estaablish the amount
a
of body movem
ment
durring the exercise.

Figurre 7. Anthropoometric body movement
m
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manoeuvres, it was found that the time delay
came from the direction changes within the
sequence. Both tractors were fitted with a
constantly variable transmission, but used
different principles to achieve this. The John
Deere uses a clutch pack system whereas the
Fendt uses a hydrostatic system. There was a
greater time delay in the John Deere’s
transmission when a direction change was
being carried out, and the operator being unable
to accelerate when doing this, as the power take
up became too harsh. Whereas in the Fendt, the
direction change is smooth and acceleration in
reverse could be achieved.
By taking these time and motion figures and
placing them into the average field size for the
UK of 5.8 Hectares (Ha) Britt et al (2000)
while using an implement of 4m wide a total of
120 theoretical headland turns would be made.
This data can be added to the time and motion
times and ‘non productive’ times can be
forecast.

tested, there was a total difference of 16.84
seconds. Therefore operation time from an old
conventional tractor to one with an active
armrest fitted is halved. However, it became
apparent that tractors fitted with active control
armrests had significant differences in the time
taken to complete the manoeuvre.
Table 2. Average fuel cost per headland turn

Tractor

Fuel
Turn ml of fuel Fuel
cost per
used
time
per
ml/sec average headland turn.
(Sec)
turn
32.29
43.9
3.2 p
Ford 5610 1.36
1.92
30.88
59.3
4.3 p
Kubota
M7040
2.15
29.83
64.1
4.6 p
John
Deere
6230
20.98
69.2
5.0 p
Fendt 415 3.30
15.45
50.9
3.7 p
(Teaching)
9.80
26.00
255
18.6 p
John
Deere
7280R

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The three tractors tested with a conventional
cab layout had similar average times having
only a difference of 2.46 seconds between
them. This is quite significant, as the cab
layouts and control positions differ enormously
between the Ford 5610 and the John Deere
6230. Again it was expected that as the tractors
age decreased so the efficiency of the turn
would increase, due to advancements in
technology, such as shuttle control.
The most surprising differences occurred when
testing the tractors fitted with active control
armrests. An average difference of 10.55
seconds between the manufacturers was
recorded. When comparing the Fendt 415 and
the John Deere 7280R in a standard sequence
there was a difference of 5.02 seconds.
However, when a recorded operation sequence
was added to the Fendt 415 the time doubled to
10.55 seconds. On further analysis of these
manoeuvres, it was found that the time delay
came from the direction changes within the
sequence. Both tractors were fitted with a
constantly variable transmission, but used
different principles to achieve this. The John
Deere uses a clutch pack system whereas the
Fendt uses a hydrostatic system. There was a

Fuel efficiencies in agricultural machinery have
increased steadily since the 1980’s (Grisso et
al., 2010). This has been made possible by
improved engine and transmission design and
the improved ability to match tractors and
implements to given field conditions (Grisso et
al., 2010). The table below shows average
tractor fuel efficiency rates over the past 30
years.
Table 1. Agricultural diesel engine fuel efficiency
increases since 1980

Year
1980
2000
2010

Average
Kwh/L
2.3 Kwh/L
2.6 Kwh/L
3.1 Kwh/L

% Increase
efficiency
11 %
16 %

It became clear from analysing the fuel data
recorded, that the fuel efficiency data was
inconclusive, and would make a minimal
impact on productivity costs relating to tractors
fitted with active control armrests.
From carrying out the time and motion study it
was found that the expected outcomes for this
test were correct. From the range of tractors
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greater time delay in the John Deere’s
transmission when a direction change was
being carried out, and the operator was unable
to accelerate when doing this, as the power take
up became too harsh. Whereas in the Fendt, the
direction change is smooth and acceleration in
reverse could be achieved.

120 theoretical headland turns would be made.
This data can be added to the time and motion
times and ‘non-productive’ times can be
forecast.
Calculating the overall time consumed during
the total number of headland turns for the
prescribed area indicated a significant amount
of non-productive time during the operation.
Calculating the costs created through the nonproductive time associated with headland
turning they showed little difference between
each tractor, although adding a significant cost
to the operation.
However, with operator movements decreasing
by such a large amount are there new areas for
operator concern by using active control
armrests? Health problems directly linked to
musculoskeletal fatigue are increased within
the upper torso and neck. Lower limb,
circulation problems could develop due to lack
of leg movement and pressure points centred
around the seat pan.

Table 3. Non-productive time during headland turn
Tractor

Average
turn time
(seconds)

Ford 5610
Kubota 7040
John Deere 6230
Fendt 415
Fendt 415
(teaching)
John Deere 7280 R

32.29
30.88
29.83
20.98

None
productive
time
(Mins)
64
61
59
41

15.45
26.00

30
52

Table 4. Comparison between none productive time and
cost

Ford 5610
Kubota 7040
John Deere 6230
Fendt 415
Fendt 415 (teaching)
John Deere 7280 R

None
Productive
Time
(Minutes)
64
61
59
41
30
52

Non
Productive
Cost

Operator movement (mm)

Tractor

£67.20
£64.05
£61.95
£43.05
£31.50
£54.60

John Deere
6190
New Holland
T7.210
Massey
Ferguson 7615
Case Maxxum
EP140
Fendt 716

Valtra N143

819

£6,333

6031

£6,551

6239

£2,274
N/A

2165

£7,706

7339

2290
1780
1210
800 800

Figure 9. Anthropometric distance travelled

Difference
Hours worked
between a model to re-pay the
difference
with and without
an armrest
£860

2940

Ford Kubota John Fendt Fendt John
5610 7040 Deere 415 415 (T) Deere
6230
7280

Table 5. Extra tractor hours needed to work in order to
re-co-operate extra capital outlay for tractors fitted with
an active control armrest
Tractor Model

3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

Ɣ

Intermediate work zone

Ɣ

Immediate work zone

This section of results shows the gradual
downward trend of anthropometric distances
travelled by the operator in the selected
tractors. It is surprising the total distances
travelled by the operator while carrying out the
simulated manoeuvre. This can be related
directly to operator fatigue and therefore the
effect on overall productivity. Questions can
also be raised concerning the lack of operator
movement in the Fendt with the ‘teaching’
facility on, with the whole process being
controlled from the function lever on the
armrest.

By taking these time and motion figures and
placing them into the average field size for the
UK of 5.8 Hectares (Ha) Britt et al. (2000)
while using an implement of 4m wide a total of
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Operator Functions per
sequence

clear that by using an active control armrest,
operator movements are decreased, and
therefore less physical fatigue occurs on the
operator over the period of a working day.
Fendt is the only manufacturer to refer to this
operator fatigue directly in their sales literature.
Meaning an operator might be able to work
longer and therefore increase productivity.
However, with operator movements decreasing
by such a large amount are there new areas for
operator concern by using active control
armrests? Health problems directly linked to
musculoskeletal fatigue are increased within
the upper torso and neck. Lower limb,
circulation problems could develop due to lack
of leg movement and pressure points centred
around the seat pan.

15
10
5
0
Ford Kubota John Fendt Fendt John
5610 7040 Deere 415 415 (T) Deere
6230
7280

Figure 10. Number of anthropometric zones an operator
enters when carrying out a simulated headland turn

The distances travelled in the two
anthropometric zones show that even if the
tractor is fitted with an active control armrest
the amount of operator movement within the
immediate work zone is minimal. This however
doesn’t reflect a true picture due to the
immediate work area having smaller distances
to travel.
As expected, the conventionally laid out
tractors have more operations in the
intermediate work zone, whereas the tractors
with the active control armrests have a better
immediate work zone ratio. The functions per
turn are somewhat reduced with armrest control
although using the Fendt in standard work
mode creates more movement in the
intermediate work zone as the hydraulic lift and
lower function is located on the side console
and not on the armrest.
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CONCLUSIONS
After completing the study it is clear that active
control armrests do increase productivity but
not in the areas that were first predicted. Initial
predictions in the area of time saving and the
benefits to having one of these active control
armrests fitted to a tractor is minimal.
Manufacturers and their marketing departments
lead the purchaser into thinking that the
addition of one of these units will increase
output from the machine and therefore lead to
increased profit. This has been proven not to be
the case. Commonly, the initial outlay for such
a system far exceeds the increased profit the
system brings.
After closer examination of the marketing
statements one can interpret them in a different
way, relating them to operator fatigue. It is
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